Superzone

1. (0050) Video report by Mikhail Aleksandridi on Clinton's visit to Moscow. Video shows various events, arrival, meetings, ceremonial signings. Voice over recaps on content of visit.

2. (0330) Kozyrev remarks that the main sensation of the visit was that there was no sensation. Some Ukrainian MPs, meanwhile, are sceptical of agreement signed by Kravchuk to dispose of country's nuclear warheads.

3. (0420) Video report by Vladimir Grigoryev on world reaction to Clinton visit.

4. (0553) Video report by Lyudmila Vilyuga from Minsk on Clinton in Belarus. Video shows signings, address to Academy of Sciences, arrival and departure.

5. (0757) Video report by Vladimir Perfilyev on today's proceedings at the Federation Council. Six committee chairmen interviewed, other procedural matters dealt with.

6. (1009) State Duma is not meeting today. Video report by Anna Prokhorova on Rybkin meeting in camera with faction representatives; commercial businesses to be evicted from the Duma's new premises, some of them unwillingly because they've paid their rent in advance.

7. (1140) Yeltsin decrees awards for cosmonauts. Video shows cosmonauts newly returned to Earth.

8. (1215) Video report by Yuriy Selivanov on election campaign in Ukraine. Populism and demagoguery are evident.


10. (1435) Referendum in Turkmenistan to give Niyazov extra term in office. Video report by Kurban Babayev, preliminary results show high turnout, possible 100 percent approval rate for Niyazov.

11. (1542) Video report by Vladimir Fedorov from Kyrgyzstan. Parliament refused to disband itself despite suggestions from Akayev, who wants it to submit itself to a referendum of confidence, as he has.

12. (1650) Video report by Lyudmila Lvova on arrest in Lithuania of two ex-leaders of now-banned communist party. Video shows Lithuanian TV shots of arrests.


14. (1808) Azeris use aircraft to bomb Karabakh, launch offensive.

15. (1830) State of emergency regime in North Ossetia slackened to allow voting in tomorrow's presidential elections. Video report by Arkadiy
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Semenyak on concerns over large numbers of weapons in circulation. Video shows firearms and drugs confiscated by interior ministry.

17. (2119) Leading privatisation voucher funds and investment companies establish the Stocks and Investment Syndicate to ensure fair dealing on Russian securities market.
18. (2158) Foreign news: Clinton to Geneva, uprising in Mexico.
19. (2319) Video report by Dmitriy Kiselev on Finnish presidential elections.
20. (2430) Video report by Vladimir Solovyev on Serbian economy and international sanctions.
22. (2632) Body of Olof Palme's suspected assassin found in USA.
23. (2656) Video report by Aleksandr Malikov on crown jewels going on public display in London.
24. (2808) Press Ball tonight in the Kremlin.
25. (2830) Video report by Valentina Borisova on opening of new museum in Moscow.
26. (2940) US congress commission investigates 40-year-old sighting of UFOs.
27. (3030) Adverts.
28. (3200) Sport.
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